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Choosing your next recovery machine - what  
to look for when upgrading your equipment

RECOVERY MACHINES
 A large condenser will help to keep the temperature low to speed up recovery
 Liquid vs. vapor recovery: Vapor is approximately 75 - 80% of the recovery process.  

Find a machine that recovers both liquid and vapor with a high vapor recovery rate
 If you'll be working with multiple refrigerants, the machine must have a purge feature
 The machine should be field-serviceable. An easy to repair machine can help reduce downtime.

Find small leaks in new AC systems

LEAK DETECTION
 New AC systems are tighter and less prone to leaks than systems of the past. A small leak may  

take months or years to impact a system. If you suspect a leak:
 Set up a vacuum gauge in line with the system. Let it run for a few minutes and compare vacuum  

reading with system specs
 If there is a large pressure difference, you can inject UV dye into the system and let it circulate.  

This may take up to a week though can be effective in finding leaks.
 Use an electronic leak detector with high sensitivity such as the TIFZX, checking all lines  

and joints where you think there may be a leak. Be patient and test multiple areas.

Engineered specifically for air conditioning & refrigeration service

HIGH PERFORMANCE VACUUM PUMPS
 Iso-ValveTM Allows the pump to be shut off while still connected to the A/C-R system, which is handy for  

checking for vacuum decay. With the valve handle in the OPEN position, the pump is open to the system  
being evacuated. In the CLOSED position, the pump is isolated from the system.

 High Vacuum Rating The two-stage, offset, rotary vane design provides powerful, quiet, high vacuum  
capability and ensures moisture removal, while the high pumping capacity reduces evacuation time.

 Lifetime Filtration The intake filter prevents foreign matter from entering the pumping chamber,  
and an internal exhaust filter separates oil vapor from the exhaust flow.

 Directed Exhaust Is expelled through the handle to direct it away from the service technician.
 Gas Ballast A precise amount of atmospheric air is introduced into the pump, preventing condensation  

of moisture vapor and helping maintain the purity of the pump oil. By using the gas ballast, the pump  
operates more efficiently and pump life is extended.
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TIFZX 
Patented Heated Pentode®  
Professional Refrigerant Leak 
Detector
 The tool professionals use to find refrigerant leaks
 Detects all refrigerants.
 As low as 0,05 sensitivity.
 Heated Pentode sensor technology.
 Visual Tri color Leak size indicator with  
adjustable sensitivity.
 True mechanical pump design provides instant  
response and clearing.
 Rechargeable battery pack and AC adapter.
 3 year warranty.
 Made in USA. 

TIFZX Replacement Parts & Accessories
TIFZX-2 – Replacement Heated Pentode® Sensor
TIFZX-3 – 110V-60 Hz Battery charger 
TIFZX-7 – Nickel-Metal hydride (NiMH) battery pack
TIFZX-10 – Flexible probe (includes probe tip)
TIFZX-14 – Filter and O-ring
TIFZX-15 – Filter elements (5 pack)

TIFZX-2 TIFZX-3 TIFZX-7

TIFZX-10

TIFZX-15TIFZX-14

TIF8800X
Combustible Gas Detector
 Redesign of the industry standard TIF8800.
 Detects all combustible gases.
 Protective rubber boot and coated 14” flexible  
wand for hard to reach places.
 Sensitivity as low as 1ppm (Gasoline).
 LED leak level indicators & battery status indicators.
 Padded carrying case.
 Made in USA.

Replacement Parts
TIF8801 – Sensor
TIF8802 – A/C adapter
TIF8809 – Ni Mh battery pack
TIF8818 – Rubber boot

TIFXP-1A
Refrigerant Leak Detector
 Tri-color, six-segment visual leak size indicator 
displays 18 alarm levels.
 Seven levels of sensitivity adjustment provide an in 
crease of up to 64x.
 Battery test function with true voltage indication.
 Mute feature silences audible alarm.
 True mechanical pump provides positive airflow  
through sensing tip.
 One touch reset.
 Tactile keypad controls.
 Three-year warranty.

Replacement Parts
TIFXP-2 – Maintenance kit (3 tips, 3 protectors).

42160 
Manifold Pressure Test Kit
  Pressure measurements from 0–35" of water col. 
 Use these handy kits to Measure Natural gas or LP 
gas pressure across appliance manifolds.

  Test gas stoves, furnaces, dryers and other gas 
appliances.
 Economical and accurate – easier to use than a 
manometer.

  Diaphragm gauge is calibrated in inches of water 
column, also shows ounces per square inch.
  Includes fitting for quick connection to the appliance 
manifold.

  Packed in high impact plastic case for protection 
during transit and use.

  REFRIGERANT LEAK DETECTOR

 COMBUSTIBLE GAS  MANIFOLD LEAK DETECTOR
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ROBINAIR’S ULTIMATE  
HVAC TOOLS SWEEPSTAKES

17-11 Robinair Tech Tools

Win an essential set of tools any HVAC contractor needs to get  
the job done during Robinair's Ultimate HVAC Tools Sweepstakes.  

 
Visit Robinair.com/sweepstakes to enter for your chance to win a set of tools  
valued at over $2,500, including recovery machines, vacuum pumps, a leak  
detector and more. One winner will be selected every two weeks and a total  
of 5 prize packages will be given away throughout the sweepstakes period.

HVAC Prize Package Includes:
 RG3 - Ultra Lightweight Recovery Unit
 RG6 - Heavy Duty Twin Cyl. Recovery
 15500 - 5 CFM Vacuum Pump
 13203 - Case of Vacuum Pump Oil
 TIF9020A - 220 lb. Refrigerant Scale
 TIFZX - Refrigerant Leak Detector
 RAVG-1 - Digital Vacuum Gauge
 40174 - 2-way Brass Manifold  

 R22/R404/R410A with RYB 60”  
 Enviroguard High Pressure Hose Set
 18561 - Valve Core Remover/Installer

See your Robinair Dealer now  
for special Tech Tool pricing

Enter at Robinair.com/sweepstakes 
Sweepstakes Period: April 10 - June 19




